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SUMMARY
This research project consists of two major tasks.
In the first task we have investigated and developed a novel high-performance bio-inspired computing architecture (BICA) for realizing the cognizance operations of the human brain. We developed working hardware and software that realize large-scale Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) models on a Windows-based workstation with hardware acceleration using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
The hardware versions of the 128-dimensional BSB training and recall functions were implemented and run on the Annapolis Wildcard II Pro FPGA board in a Dell Precision workstation. With just one Xilinx XC2VP70 FPGA, we were able to support about 600 128-dimensional BSB models to run at 10ms reaction time. We also developed software that controls the hardware operations and sends/receives data through publish/subscribe routines provided by an open-source package.
In the second task, we implemented the confabulation based knowledge base training function on the Cell Broadband Engine. The workload of the training function was distributed to 6 Synergistic Processing Elements, SPEs in the cell processor. We developed dynamic memory management techniques to enable the SPE to load and write back information from/to the main memory during the training process. Preliminary software profiling was performed to indicate the performance bottleneck and guide the software optimization. Compared to single processor training function that runs on a workstation with dual core 2GHz Pentium processor, the cell based implementation achieves 4X~9X speedups.
INTRODUCTION

Human cognizance and neo-cortical models
Nerve cells, called neurons are the fundamental components of the central nervous system (or the brain). The brain consists of approximately 100 billion neurons (10 11 neurons). Neurons have 5 special functions which differ from the other cells in the body: (1) they receive signal pulses from their neighboring neurons; (2) they integrate these input pulses; (3) sufficient input pulses give rise to output pulses; (4) neurons can conduct these pulses; (5) they transmit them to other neurons which are capable of receiving them.
As shown in Figure 1 , the neuron is made of three parts: cell body, dendrites and axon.
Figure 1. Components of a neuron.
The body of the cell contains the nucleus of the neuron and carries out the various biological transformations necessary to the life of neuron. The dendrites are the principal receptors that receive the incoming signals from the other neurons. The axon or nerve fiber sends out the output signals from the neuron. Axons branch out to communicate with other neurons. Neurons are connected to each other in a complex spatial arrangement to form the central nervous system. As shown in Figure 1 , the connection between two neurons takes place at the synapse, where they are separated by a synaptic gap of the order of 0.01 micron.
The neuron processes the electric signals that arrive on dendrites and transmits the resulting electric signals to other neurons through the axon. The classical biological explanation of this processing is that the cell carries out a summation of the incoming signals on its dendrites. If the summation exceeds a certain threshold, the neuron responds by issuing a new pulse that is propagated along its axon. The neuron remains in an inactive state if summation is less than the threshold. This model is shown in Figure  2 . Research shows that, the human neocortex is divided into four main lobes. The lobes are divided into cortical columns. Cortical columns are further divided into mini columns that are made up of about 100 to 200 neurons as shown in Figure 3 . With the recent ongoing research in the field of human cognizance, it has been shown that the working mechanisms of the auto-associative and hetero-associative neural memory models are very similar to that of the cerebral cortex i.e., neocortex. Researchers think that the neocortex follows a hierarchical architecture [2] as shown in Figure 4 . On the bottom of the hierarchy is the neuron; multiple neurons forming cortical mini-columns; multiple mini-columns forming cortical columns, with the pattern repeated at higher levels to implement the functional blocks thought to underlie cognizance operations, for example vision, in the human brain. Various mathematical models have been studied to mimic the different operations in this hierarchical architecture/functionality of the brain. The Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) attractor model, is one of the promising solutions to the problem. The BSB model is usually used to model the functionality of a minicolumn. Multiple BSB models can be connected to model a cortical column, and eventually to model a complete cognitive function of the brain such as vision. The mathematical model of a BSB recall operation can be written as:
where:
X(t) and X(t+1) are N dimensional vectors; A is an N×N connection matrix;
α is a scalar constant feedback factor; λ is an inhibition decay constant; γ is a nonzero constant if there is a need to maintain the input stimulation; S() is the "squash" function:
In the training operation, the N×N connection (weight) matrix A is modified as
where, X is the normalized input training pattern;
lr is the Learning rate;
(X -AX) ⊗ X is the outer product of two vectors;
The hybrid computer cluster platform
The proposed hardware architecture is targeted at highly-connected hybrid computer clusters, which consist of a large number of workstations communicating with each other through high-speed interconnect networks. Within each workstation, in addition to traditional architecture with generalpurpose processors, there are custom boards with field programmable gate array, FPGA devices and local memories. Figure 5 shows the components and system structure of the High-Performance Computing, HPC cluster at the Air Force Research Lab, Rome, New York. The HPC cluster consists of about 50 computing nodes that are connected through a high-speed interconnect network. Each node in the cluster consists of a general-purpose workstation with Intel's Pentium Xeon processors running the Linux operating system, and a WILDSTAR II PCI card [3] in the workstation's PCI slot. Figure 6 shows the detailed block diagram of the WILDSTAR II PCI card. There are two Xilinx Virtex II XC2V6000 FPGA [4] [5] Processing Elements, PEs on each card. Each PE connects to 6 parallel local memory banks, which provides high bandwidth (5.5 GBytes/second) for data read/write operations. These high-performance FPGA cards are the key enabling technology for the proposed computing architecture. 
Confabulation based knowledge base training
Cogent confabulation is an emerging theory proposed by Dr. R Hecht-Nielsen. Based on the theory, the information processing of human cognition is carried out by thousands of separate thalamocortical modules. Each of these thalamocortical modules is a patch of cerebral cortex plus a uniquely paired zone of thalamus and is referred to as a lexicon or a feature attractor module. Different collections of neurons in the thalamocortical module represent different symbols. Knowledge is stored as the links and their strength between neurons.
Confabulation based sentence completion software has been developed at the Air Force Research Laboratory Emerging Computing Technology Branch, AFRL/RITC, based on the example provided in [7] . (Two versions of the confabulation software have been developed. The code "cf.c" was developed by Daniel Burns from AFRL/RITC while the codes ""LexMaker.cc" and "TextReader. Overall, there are 800 knowledge bases in the system. A knowledge base from lexicon A to B is a matrix. Each row in the matrix represents a source symbol that appears in A. Each column represents a target symbol that appears in B. The ijth entry in the matrix represents the strength of the link between symbol i and j. It gives the number of times that symbol i and j co-occurs in lexicon A and B respectively. The knowledge base matrices are built up during the learning process. They are learned by reading novels and scientific papers that are stored on hard disk.
The size of the knowledge bases depends on the training files. Let N denote the total number of possible words, phrases and punctuations in the training file, then each lexicon has a collection of N symbols and each knowledge base is an N×N matrix. For the sentence completion problem, since the symbols are the words and phrases in the English dictionary, the size of N can easily go up to more than 10,000. It is almost impossible to store the entire matrix without compression. Our previous analysis [8] shows that the merged tree structure is the most efficient for managing the knowledge base during the training process. Figure 8 gives an example of the merged tree based representation of the knowledge base. A source tree is associated with each source lexicon. Each node of the source tree represents a symbol that appears in the source lexicon during the training. A source lexicon has multiple (20~40) links pointing to different target lexicons. Hence, each node in the source tree points to a list of target trees. Each target tree stores the set of symbols that appear in the corresponding target lexicon. Overall, there will be 40 source trees and a large number of target trees.
The size of the source or target trees is determined by the training file. In our previous study, the system was trained using a medium sized training file. The average size of a source tree is 4000 nodes while the average size of a target tree is 3 nodes. Overall, there are 4000*40 = 160K source nodes and 160K*3 = 480K target nodes. Each tree node in the source tree or target tree requires at least 4 integer fields. Both of them need to store the information of the symbol_id, the pointer to left and right children. The node that belongs to a source tree is also associated with a pointer that points to the list of target trees while the node that belongs to a target tree is associated with an integer which is the value of the knowledge base. Figure 9 shows the detailed data structure for one source tree and its target trees. The above analysis shows that each tree node requires 16 bytes storage. 
2.5.
Web solutions platform event system: a distributed publish/subscribe event system
The Web Solutions Platform [6] , WSP event system is a distributed publish/subscribe event system. It is distributed in that the publishing and subscribing of events can be intra-machine and inter-machine. Publishers and subscribers do not know of each other's existence although a publisher could listen to subscription events to determine if there is an interested subscriber to its events prior to publishing.
Events have an Event Type property to define their type. This property is a Globally Unique Identifier, GUID which allows for anyone to define their own event type without worry of conflicting with event types created by other individuals. Applications subscribe to event types. The application can subscribe to specific event types or to all event types. Each subscription made is assigned a subscription ID. A subscription event is then published throughout the mesh for this subscription ID and event type.
The machines in the event mesh are organized in a hierarchy. Each machine knows who its parent is and the parent learns about its children as they connect. Communication between machines is done using Transmission Control Protocol, TCP. If events are sent between siblings, the events are sent from the publishing machine to the parent machine and then down to the subscribing machine. Regardless of how many subscribers there may be from the parent onward, the event will only be sent once from the child machine to the parent machine (or parent to child if that is the case). The parent will in turn route the event on to its parent and/or children as appropriate.
The WSP event system is composed of a collection of loosely-coupled components. The system runs as a windows service with each component running in its own thread. The components communicate with each other through in-memory queues. For publishing applications, they simply put the event into the Shared Memory buffer. When the publisher and subscriber are on the same machine, the event is placed into Shared Memory by the publisher and taken out of Shared Memory by the subscriber. It never incurs the overhead of going through a broker, e.g. the event system. Since there can be N subscribers listening to what events are placed into Shared Memory, this allows for all N subscribers to get the event at the same time and very efficiently.
METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROCEDURES
Hardware designs of a single 128-dimensional model
The overall hardware/software system architecture is show in Figure 11 . Figure 12 shows the data path design of the hardware accelerator for 128-dimensional BSB recall operations. The 128×128 weight matrix is read from the interface BRAM in 32 stages and stored in 128 on-chip Block Random Access Memory, BRAMs. The BRAMs are selected one by one using the index counter. The X vector is read and stored in two 128-stage shift registers, of which one is used for parallel multiplication and the other for serial addition. The X vector is then multiplied with each row element of the weight matrix from 128 BRAMs and the values are latched to pipeline register P1. The values from P1 are added using the adder tree. An additional pipeline stage P2 is included inside the adder tree. The output of the adder tree is latched to the pipeline register P3. This value is multiplied with α to get αAX which is then latched to the pipeline register P4.
The value λX is calculated from the 128-stage X shift register used for serial addition. This value is delayed for 4 clock cycles to match the pipeline delay due to the other path using 4-stage pipeline register P5, which is then added with the value in the register P4. Figure 13 shows the data path design of the hardware accelerator for 128-dimensional BSB training operations. The main goal of training is to generate a weight matrix from the given X vector. The normalized value of X vector (X norm ) is read and stored in two 128-stage shift registers, of which one is used for parallel multiplication and the other for serial subtraction. The weight matrix is initialized to '0'. The X norm is then multiplied with each row of the weight matrix in parallel and is latched in the pipeline register P1 every clock cycle. The adder tree performs the addition of all the elements in the pipeline register P1 and latches the result to pipeline register P3. There is an additional pipeline stage P2 inside the adder tree. The value in P3 is then subtracted from X norm (this value is provided from the serial shift register). The result is multiplied by learning rate and then latched to the pipeline register P4. The resultant value lr·(X -AX) is shifted into another serial shift register each clock cycle. Then an outer product operation is performed on X norm with each value of lr·(X -AX) from the serial shift register. The result is latched to the pipeline register P5. Each row value of the weight matrix is delayed 1 clock cycle to match the pipeline delay due to the other path and is added with the result in P5. The result is then updated to the corresponding row of the weight matrix. The 128 parallel multipliers are shared between the first parallel multiplication with weight matrix and the second with outer product using a multiplexer and a de-multiplexer. 
3.2.
Hardware Design for running 256 128-neuron BSB models on the same FPGA Due to the memory limitation of the FPGA board, the final design can accommodate 256 different weight matrices. This large amount of data can only be stored using SRAM chips on the board. The design has 6 parallel direct access channels to the 6 local SRAM banks, to minimize the loading time of the coefficients. The design is shown in Figure 14 .
The weight matrices from the software are loaded into the SRAMs through the BRAM interface one by one. Each weight matrix is divided among the 6 SRAMs, for parallel load. This step is the same as mentioned in the previous design. The weight matrix is loaded from the 6 SRAMs into the 128 BRAMs in parallel (i.e. 6 BRAMs are loaded in parallel at a time). This task is synchronized with loading of the input pattern X-vector, from software, to interface BRAM and then into the two shift-registers (one for parallel multiplication and the other for serial one). The loading of X-vector is performed by the secondary state machine SM1. While the primary state machine handles the loading of weight matrices into the Static Random Access Memory, SRAMs and also the parallel load of BRAMs. After loading weight matrices into SRAMs, during the parallel load of a weight matrix into the BRAMs, the primary state machine sends a start signal and the index value of the weight matrix being loaded to the secondary state machine SM1. The start signal triggers the work of SM1. Once the SM1 finishes its task it sends a done signal to the primary state machine. After the parallel load of a weight matrix is done the primary state machine performs 10 recall operations. The recalled output X-vector is then sent to the software on the host PC. This task is controlled by a secondary state machine SM2 that receives a start signal and index value from the primary state machine. It sends a done signal once it has completed its task. Except for the first BSB model, the sending of the output X-vector operation to the software is done also in parallel with the loading of the weight matrix (i.e., the two operations sending the output X-vector to the software and loading the next input X-vector for next recall operation from the software are overlapped with the loading of the weight matrix into the BRAMs). The final BSB recall only sends the output X-vector to the software. The entire operation flow is shown in Figure 15 . For the current experimental runs, the weight matrices and the input X-vectors are read in from separate files and then stored in an array in the main host code. The recalled X-vector is stored one by one in an array and then all the 256 of them are stored to a file. 
Integrating pub/sub protocol with BSB hardware/software
With the resources currently available to us, we designed a simple communication scenario to integrate the hardware-accelerated BSB application with the pub/sub protocol.
As shown in Figure 16 , the BSB design is implemented on workstation B. The pub/sub protocol software is run on both A and B individually. The pub/sub software consists of an event system router and the application programs specified by users. The event system service is a router in the same way a Cisco router is on a physical network. It is inherently bi-directional, so publishing and subscribing applications can be run on both workstations. BSB inputs "x_vector" and the recalled outputs "x_recalled" are published with different event types: event1 and event2.
A subscribes to date with "event2" type, and B subscribes to "event1". Therefore when A publishes the x_vector, B will detect the event1-type-message it is listening for, and retrieves the x_vector from the network. Similarly, when B finishes computing the recalled vector and publishes the x_recalled, A will retrieve the message. 
Implementation of cogent confabulation algorithms on Cell processor
The training software runs in the client server mode on the IBM Cell processor [9] . The 6 SPEs are clients that perform the training function. During the process, they issues service requests to the PowerPC Processing Element, PPE. The PPE works as a server that collects and responds to those requests. The SPE sends the request to the PPE through the output mailbox and receives the feedback from PPE from the input mailbox. While the training is not ended, the SPE will get T training sentences from the designated area in the main memory. To improve the Direct Memory Access, DMA efficiency, T is set to 64. For each training sentence, and for each source lexicon that is mapped to it, the SPE first searches the source list to look for the source symbol. If the source symbol is in the list, then the SPE go on searching for the target symbols in the target list. If the source symbol is not found, then a new node is created for the symbol and the node is added to the last page of the source list. The SPE fills the current node's child information with the page id and page offset of the new node. Since the current node has been modified, if it is not the last page or one of the first L pages, then it will be written back. If the last page is not full, then the SPE will continue processing the next source lexicon, otherwise, it must write the last page back to the main memory. To write back the last page, a page must first be allocated in the main memory and its address must be sent to the SPE. This task is performed by the PPE. The SPE waits until it receives the Effective Address, EA of a new page from the PPE. It will then write back the last page to this address and at the same time create an empty page in the local storage. The page that has been deposited to the main memory must be linked to the end of the source list and again this job is performed by the PPE. Finally, a new target page must be created to store all the target nodes that are linked to the source node. Figure 18 shows the flow diagram of the source list search function. At the beginning of the function, the current node is initialized to the first node in the first page. If the input symbol is equal to the symbol that is stored in the current node, then the program ends, otherwise, if the input symbol is greater/less than the current symbol, then its right/left child will be visited. As we mentioned in the previous section, a child node is identified by its page index and offset. If the child page is already in the local storage then we set the child node as the current node and continue the search, otherwise we will load the child page to the local storage and continue the process. Figure 19 gives the detailed information about target list search process. When a source node is visited, the SPE retrieves the address of the first target page that is linked to it. However, it does not have the information of the address of the last page. The SPE sends a request to the PPE for the effective address of the last page. The PPE searches for the last page alone in the link list and sends back its address. At the same time, it also informs the SPE if the target list has only one page or the last target page is full. If the target list has more than one page and if the last page is not full, the last page will be loaded into the local storage. If the last page is full, then a new page is created in the local storage and it will be considered as the last page of the target list. For each target tree that is connected to the source node, the SPE will set the current search node to the ith node in the first page, where i is the index of the target tree. If the input symbol is in the current node, then the KB value of the current node is incremented, otherwise, the page ID of the child node is set to the ith entry of the next_page_ID array and the SPE goes on processing the next target tree. After all target trees have been processed, a set of next_page_IDs are collected. The minimum one is chosen and loaded from the main memory to replace the current page in the local storage. Before this happens, if the current page is dirty, it must be written back. After the child page is loaded, the SPE will repeat the previous procedure until all symbols have been found. If a symbol cannot be found in the target list, a new node is created for it. If the last page is not full, the new node will be inserted into the last page, otherwise it will be inserted into the new page. Finally, if the last page or the new page is dirty, then they will be written back. The PPE continuously checks the output mail box for requests from each SPE. After processing these requests, the results are sent to the input mail box of each SPE. Overall, there are 5 different requests:
1. Request for a new target page. Before the SPE writes back a new target page, the PPE needs to allocate a space for the page in the main memory.
2. Request for a new source page. Before the SPE writes back a new source page, the PPE needs to allocate a space for the page in the main memory.
3. Request to load the next target page. During the search for target symbol, if a page needs to be loaded, the PPE will send the page ID to the SPE and the SPE will search through the link list to find the address of the requested page.
4. Request to load the last target page. When a source node is visited, the SPE gets the address of the first page in the target list. It will then request the address of the last page in the list.
5. Request to link the new source page. The SPE informs the PPE that a new source page has been written back and the PPE will link it to the end of the source list. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pattern recognition application using BSB hardware
Three different types of patterns were trained and recalled using the 128-neuron BSB model. They are line patterns, alphabet patterns and symbol patterns
In each of the above patterns the first 28 bits represent the Tag while the remaining 100 bits represent the 10-by-10 black-and-white image of the pattern, but the way by which tag is represented differs with the type of the pattern being implemented. Total of 20 Line patterns were trained, five each of vertical, horizontal, forward slash and backward slash.
The complete training set is show in Figure 22 .
Type of pattern Bit3 Bit4 Bit5 Bit6
Vertical patterns:
Horizontal patterns:
Backward Slash:
Forward Slash: The above patterns were recalled successfully by our design. In addition, their variations, such as the thicker line patterns, V12 (first and second columns in V1 pattern are black), V34, V56, V78, V910, H12, H34, H56, H78, H910, F12, F34, F56, F78, F910, B12, B34, B56, B78 and B910 were also recalled successfully. All the patterns without tags (tag bits were placed with zeroes) were recalled successfully. V3  V5  V7  V9   H1  H3  H5  H7  H9   B7  B3  B1  B5  B9   F7  F3  F1  F5  F9 For alphabet and symbol patterns the tag bit representation was different. One hot encoding scheme was employed to represent the tag for each letter. (For example, the letter A had the first bit as +1 while the remaining bits were -1, letter B had second bit as +1 while the remaining were -1, etc.). The same one hot encoding scheme was used for symbol patterns. Each symbol had a unique tag. The different letter and symbol patterns are shown in Figure 23 . All the above patterns were recalled successfully without tags. Recall was attempted on some of the above patterns with tag and partial input. Some of the partial patterns converged successfully to the original patterns, while others failed to converge. For example, for the letter A, the original pattern was trained for 500 iterations along with other letters. The original pattern without tag took 9 recalls to converge. Different partial patterns (shown in Figure 24 ) were recalled without tags. Some of the patterns were able to converge successfully, while a few failed to converge to the original pattern. The platform for running the BSB recalls is the Annapolis Wildstar II Pro PCI-X card with one Xilinx Virtex II Pro XC2VP70 FPGA and six Samsung QDRII SRAMs. The system clock frequency is 100 MHz.
V1
64 different Input patterns (32 line patterns and 32 alphabet patterns) replicated four times to form 256 Input patterns were inputted to the 256 128 neuron BSB model through the file "x_vector256.txt". The corresponding weight matrices of the Line Patterns and that of the Alphabet Patterns were also input using two files "weight_matrix.txt" and "weight_alpha.txt". For each of the input patterns 30 recall iterations were performed and then output the recalled pattern to the software where they are stored in an array one by one. At the end of recall of the 256 th pattern all recalled patterns were sent to a file "x_recalled. 
Performance characterization of cogent confabulation algorithms on Cell
Five different training files were tested to evaluate the performance of the cell program. They are:
A. random-400: randomly generated file (400 sentences)
B. random-600: randomly generated file (600 sentences)
C. story-short: children's short story (126 sentences) D. story-long: children's long story (1092 sentences) E. science: part of a science paper about relativity (334 sentences)
The size of the source and target page is 64 nodes, i.e. N=M=64. For each source tree, 11 source pages are cached in the local storage, i.e. L = 9. Table 3 gives the performance information of the cell program, including its speedups over the single processor program, the idle-to-busy-ratio of the PPE for each test case and the parallelism of the program when running different test cases. The speedups are calculated as the training time on cell divided by the training time on single processor. The parallelism is calculated as the sequential runtime divided by the parallel runtime. The results show that the cell program provides less speedup for the three real life test cases. A future software profile shows that these test cases have low PPE idle-to-busy-ratio, which is mainly caused by large number of last target page requests issued by the SPE. Table 4 shows the detailed profile information of the SPE-PPE requests. We further optimized the cell program so that each SPE handles the last_target_page_request locally. This reduces about 60% of the runtime. Figure 27 shows the performance of the optimized software and Table 5 gives the speedups of the optimized cell program over the single processor program. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the working hardware and software developed to realize large-scale Brain-State-in-aBox (BSB) models on a workstation with hardware acceleration using a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), as well as the implementation of confabulation based knowledge base training function on the Cell Broadband Engine (CBE). Actual runtime measurements show that by applying the hardware and software optimization techniques developed in this research, we were able to significantly improve the performance of both algorithms, comparing to the normal software solutions on general-purpose processors.
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